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Overman's science facilities unsafe, trustees told 
By Marylynn C. Hewitt 
Staff Reporter 
"In trying to be modem we've made 
it unsafe." said Di. David S. Newman, 
protestor of chemistry. 
Newman was one of several persons 
who spoke of the adverse conditions in 
Overman Hall following Dr. Douglas C. 
Neckert' report to the Board of 
Trustees last week. Neckers is 
chairman of the chemistry 
department. 
Neckers, using slides to compliment 
his report, spoke of such things at 
radiation IU/JIJs. poor ventilation for 
toxic fumes, laboratories with only 
one exit, research in a former 
cloakroom, astronomy classes on the 
roof without guardrails being exposed 
to the exhaust of vents carrying toxic 
gases and noisy air conditioners in 
Overman Hall. 
THE REPORT was aimed at 
convincing trustees of the need for a 
$19 million construction request from 
the Ohio Board of Regents, including 
$9.5 million for a new physical 
sciences laboratory building. 
Trustees approved Neckers' request 
and ordered the administration to take 
immediate steps to remove the hazards 
described. 
Presently, there is some 
"housekeeping" going on, said Dr. 
Joseph J. Mancuso, chairman of the 
geology    department.   According   to 
1970 regulations. Overman Hall was 
not a safe place, he said. 
Items such as boxes and cabinets 
had to be moved out of the hall to 
comply with regulations. Nothing is 
allowed to be in the stairwell, either. 
Dr. Ronald E. Stoner, professor of 
physics, said there are two main 
problems with the building-the X-ray 
room and the classroom roof area. He 
said, "There are several 
alternatives none are good." 
HE SAID THERE is presently 
equipment for four activities in the 
room where the X-ray machine is 
housed. The machine ideally needs a 
room of its own because even when 
portable shields are used, radiation is 
only blocked, leaving other laboratory 
work at a standstill when the machine 
is in use. 
Stoner also said anothet root is 
needed. The new roof must be better 
constructed for astionomy class use. 
There will have to be a firm floor; 
nearby storage for the five telescopes; 
some type of guard rails; more than 
one electrical outlet; and better access 
to the roof, he said. 
Under present conditions, the class 
and telescopes reach the roof by 
means of a freight elevator. This in 
itself, Stoner said, is not safe. "The 
only other way up would be on 
ladders which is worse," he said. 
ONCE UP ON the roof area 
designated for stargazing, persons are 
faced with exhaust of toxic gases 
from the large vent on the ground 
door. 
The vent was installed about a year 
ago, and according to Dr. Donald E. 
Owen, professor of geology, "it serves 
its basic purpose well." 
Fumes are taken straight up from 
the geology lab and expelled -but the 
noise accompanying the system is 
"unbearable" say physics professors on 
the second floor. 
The ventilation system is not the 
same throughout the whole building. 
Newman said the hoods in the labs in 
the basement in the older part of the 
building don't work well and gases 
must bend around with the vent 
construction, adding other safety 
hazards. 
DOUG R. SWANSON. gradual: 
student in chemistry, said. "In my 
opinion, and I'm no architect, this 
should be the best ventilated building 
in the school." Ventilation, he said, 
should be of concern not only to 
persons working in the labs, but also 
to persons in offices adjacent to the 
labs and those walking in the lulls. 
Swanson also said Overman Hall is 
electrically loaded to its maximum 
capacity. Larger motors on ait 
conditioners would improve the 
ventilation system but would blow 
fuses, he said. 
Newman said modern research and 
modern teaching have outmoded 
Overman Hall. 
IT WAS BUILT with barely enough 
money, and it WM before the big surge 
of chemistry, physics and geology 
research, he said. A safer facility is 
required now than when the hall was 
built because "we're doing things now 
we didn't 20 years ago," Newman said. 
Rick R. Rhinebarger, graduate 
student in chemistry, said even with 
taking the budget into account, basic 
safety is a necessity. "It (safety) 
should not be a factor of the money 
we have to work with-it should be the 
ilrtt, last, and the only priority," he 
said. 
Safe? 
Dr. Elliot L. Bliiin. associate professor of chemistry, shows the fire-scarred 
telephone which was severely damaged in the explosion and subsequent fire which 
swept through a basement laboratory in Overman Hall three years ago. After the 
damage was repaired, an additional exit was cut in the rear wail of Dr. Blinn's office 
which ironically leads back into the lab where the explosion occured. 
Trustees ask $33 million for building proposals 
By Bob Bond 
Editor 
The University's Board of Trustees 
last Thursday voted to request $33.2 
million in capital improvements from 
the state for the University which will 
entail new construction and building 
renovations lor the next six years. 
The construction plan was presented 
to the board by George M. Postich. 
vice-president for operations, who 
tetmed the proposed construction and 
renovation as very important if the 
University withes to get its share of 
the shrinking college enroUmenl which 
is expected during the 1980s. 
Nineteen   million   dollars   of   the 
requested amount will be used in the 
1977-79 biennium and includes the 
construction of a new physical 
sciences laboratory building to be 
located behind Overman Hall, an 
aquatic facility to be included in the 
planned Recreation Center and also an 
addition to the existing Fine Artt 
Building. 
The physical sciences labotatory 
building will cost approximately $9.5 
million, the aquatic facility, $3.25 
million; and the addition to the Fine 
Arts Building will cost $2 million. 
. Approximately $4.5 million it being 
asked for in the 1977-79 biennium for 
renovation of other existing Univenity 
structures. The twolargett requetts are 
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Class1 report shows alternatives for police 
By Joe Schriner 
Staff Writer 
A study of the University Police wat 
conducted last spring which tuggested 
ways on improving campus security. 
The report wat conducted by a 
political science class taught by Dr. 
Kathleen II Merriam, astiitant 
professor ol political science, after a 
rape .ii'il alleged occured on campus in 
late April. 
Although the class's onginal motive 
was to study the possibility of 
decreasing cncigy consumption by 
increasing (he number of foot 
patrolmen on campus, their interests 
broadened 10 include the regular 
publication of crime reports and an 
improvement in community itudent- 
police relation!. 
THE CLASS also tried to compare 
the Univertity Police with other ttate 
universities in Ohio, bul they met with 
little luck and a lot of "red tape," Deb 
M. Kurty, sophomore, said. 
Kurty was one of the ttudents 
involved in trying to gather 
information about the police services 
on other campuses. 
"We contacted Cincinnati, Kent, 
Toledo, Youngttown and Miami but 
got no response from any of them," 
the said. "Some of us even pretended 
we were students and called from 
on-campus phones" on each campus. 
"We still got no response." 
However, the class was able to 
obtain tome uteful ideas from the 
Ohio State Univertity. 
One of thete it the distribution of a 
pamphlet to each ttudent by campus 
police. OSU publishes and circulates 
an extensive monthly pamphlet lilting 
the time and place of each crime. I'll is 
data it accompanied with police 
number! and wayt the students can 
protect themselves. 
"BGSU'S PAMPHLETS only really 
deal with wayt the students can 
protect themselves And the pamphlets 
aren't distributed, you have to go to 
the campus police station to get 
them," said Kurty. 
Although you can find pamphlet! on 
anything including seven about drug 
abuse and three concerning bicycle 
s.iieiy. there it only one pamphlet 
titled "What Every Woman Should 
Know About Self Protection" on the 
shelf next to the information desk in 
the University Police station. 
Stretch 
Univenity employes Alex Harm and Bud Johnson woe busy Monday applying 
tealer to the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity house which ia part of the University's 
summer maintenance program. The work wat "held up" all day by the suspension 
platform from which they were working. (Newsphoto by Larry Lambert) 
Merriam't clan also conducted a 
survey, polling 300 students in regard 
to campus talety. Approximately 70 
per cent of the students polled were 
tatitfied with the campus police. But 
65 per cent said they seldom see a 
foot patrolman on campus 
However, Kurty said, "Probably the 
70 per cent that were satisfied never 
needed police assistance. And many of 
them probably don't like having police 
around for one reason or another." 
Although the class' original motive 
wat to thow the postibility of 
decreasing energy consumption by 
using more foot patrolman, lurvey 
respondents apparently didn't agree. 
•To page three 
$1.25 million for the renovation of the 
present Health and Phytical Education 
facilities and $1.06 million for the 
improvement of the Univertity Power 
Plant's emission controls. 
The renovation of the Health and 
Phytical Education facilitiet calls for 
tlis upgrading of windows, restoration 
of iii.iMiri.iiv and interior improvement 
for professional preparation and 
service courses in the existing men't 
and women'i gymnasiums, according 
to the report. The planned renovation 
will alto convert the present 
Natatorium into usable floor area and 
will include the joining together of the 
Men't Gym, the Women'i Gym and 
the Natatorium. 
Dr. Douglas ('. Neckert, chairman of 
the chemittry department, and Dr. 
Joseph R. Spence, director of the 
School of Art, preientcd reports to the 
board describing then buildings as 
overcrowded and no longer adequate 
for teaching the sciences and art. 
With his presentation, Neckert 
provided a tlide show which 
emphasized allegedly unsafe and 
inadequate faculty, classroom and 
storage tpacc. He pointed out several 
locations in Overman Hall which he 
said lack of up-to-date safety features 
including secondary exitt from 
areas where serious accidents could 
occur and crowded storage rooms. 
Spence said that the Univertity't art 
program it seriously hindered by its 
current facilities and tome students 
interested in taking ait courses have to 
be turned away because of inadequate 
space. 
The    remaining    $14.2    million 
requested by the Board of Trustees 
will cover the proposed construction 
and renovation plant for the 
Univertity from 1979-83. 
From 1979-81 plant include new 
construction for the College of Business 
Adminiitration, which will add 
additional office! and classroom space 
to the cxitting facilities and an 
addition (o Memorial Hall which it the 
final phase for the expantion of the 
University's Health and Physical 
Education program!. 
Renovations during that time will 
entail the revamping of Overman Hall, 
the current Musi. Building, Johnston 
Hall and the Art Annex. 
New comtruction during the 
1981-83 biennium will include the 
addition of oil ice and laboratory tpace 
for the career and technology 
programs and the comtruction of an 
Instructional Media Center and 
language laboratory which will be built 
at a result of an anticipated increased 
emphasis in those areas. 
Renovations for that biennium 
include the upgrading of the Home 
Economics Building's laboratoriet and 
the comtruction of teparate 
stoi 111 saiiii.n v sewers which it 
dependent upon the city receiving a 
federal grant lo support a portion of 
the project. 
The Hate Board of Regent! will now 
review thete requettt along with 
requeitt made by other state 
univertitiet and prepare a statewide 
capital improvements lit! that will be 
submitted for approval by the General 
Assembly. 
Study lauds food services' costs 
By Brenda Motil 
Staff Reporter 
The 1 niversity's residence and 
dining hall program operates at low 
cott when compared with similar 
ttate univertitiet, according to a 
repon presented to the Ohio Board ol 
Regents. 
The report outlines a study 
conducted this sprang by the Cleveland 
office of Peat, Mar wick and Mitchell, a 
consulting firm centered in New York. 
A ttudy of auxiliary service 
operations at Ohio institutions, the 
report shows that the Univenity hat 
the lowest resident and dining hall 
costs in the ttate. 
Low com are attributed to the 
carefully managed labor costs and the 
meal coupon plan which wat 
developed in 1971. 
IN ANOTHER survey of Ohio 
univertitiet    conducted    by    the 
Univertity't resident servicei in 
January 1976, the Univertity't room 
and board rate of $423 a quarter wat 
$43-82 leu than the rates of each of 
the teven other Ohio institutions 
surveyed. Kent Stale Univertity, the 
only other school in Ohio to me a 
coupon tyttem similar to the 
Univertity't, had the third lowett 
room and hoard rate of $470 a 
quarter. 
A report on the meal coupon tyttem 
done by the Univertity laid board rate 
(price of meal coupons) per quarter 
for the 1974-75 school year wat 
approximately $168. Thii patt year it 
was only $175. 
Director of Food Services Jerry L. 
(laik said that expenditures on food 
and labor have actually been 
maintained at a fairly constant level 
and in some cases even been decreased 
since 1971-72, but the price of utilities 
has increased from 15.7 to 28.3 per 
cent   of   food   tervicet   budget,   an 
increase over which the Univertity hat 
no control. 
MUCH OF THE tucceti the 
Univertity has had in achieving a 
relatively small increase in costs in the 
residence and dining hall program can 
be attributed to the meal coupon plan 
he said. The   plan,    which 
originated in 1971, hat proved to 
successful that universities and other 
institutions across the country have 
adopted a similar program. 
In the 1960i, he said, the "seconds 
plan" wat popular. Under this plan, 
the ttudent payt a certain price for a 
meal ticket which enables him to have 
unlimited tecond helping! of food. 
Clark said a problem with this meal 
plan wat that univertitiet nationwide 
were losing money. 
Students   were   taking  more  food 
than they could eat, the director laid, 
became they felt that since they had 
paid for it, "they were entitled to it." 
•To page three 
2nd continuance of plea granted 
in football coaches' morals case 
. Three Univertity attiiUnt football coaches charged with 
tolicitation for prottitution were granted a tecond 
continuance of plea last Friday in Dayton Municipal Court. 
Coaches Carl R. Battershell, Dale L. Stralim and Mike 
Jacobs, who were arrested May 20 in Dayton and are 
among 63 persons arretted and 49 charged in an apparent 
four-night crackdown on prottitution, are scheduled to 
appear in cou-t Sept. 1 to enter pleat. 
A tource close to the inveitigation in Dayton said the 
three coaches' cases were the only ones of the 49 in which 
pleat have not been entered. 
The football coachet were returning from a conference in 
Oxford when the arrests occurred after they allegedly 
communicated with a Dayton policewoman posing at a 
prostitute and wired with a hidden microphone. 
If found guilty of the third degree misdemeanor, the men 
could face a maximum penalty of 60 days in jail and a $500 
I fine. 
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i dean's list - indicator of trouble ? 
^•m 
better late than never 
The decision by the Board of Trustees to request funds for a new 
physical sciences building was a step in the right direction, but 
dangerously late in coming. If the reports of chemistry professor 
David S. Newman and department chairman Douglas C. Neckcrs art- 
even slightly accurate, only a prolonged stroke of good fortune has 
preserved Overman Hall and its occupants from disaster. 
According to Neckers' report, persons using the building walk into 
a potpourri of potential peril, featuring radiation, toxic fumes and 
the more mundane hazards of entrapment and falling. 
It hasn't always been that way. At one time. Overman Hall was an 
innocent-enough classroom building, nestled near the cemetery, 
dedicated to instruction, research and of course, Dr. Overman. 
Then, seemingly from nowhere, came the onslaught of technology, 
with a veritable Pandora's box of scientific demons to be released on 
the sleeping campus. Soon its cancerous growth had overflowed the 
classrooms, spilling into stairwells, closets and even spreading to the 
roof. 
With the technology came the students, further complicating the 
problem. The student body, once such a cute little thing, became too 
big for the old playpen; more room was needed. The University, 
concerned that it's kids have the best, put up three big, new 
buildings in the backyard, one for the math students, one for the 
biology students and one for those in psychology. "I'm sorry junior 
(or freshman, sophomore or senior), there just isn't enough money 
for a new physical science building; maybe later." Questions of 
"When's later?" were brushed off with typical evasiveness. 
Well, it looks like later has arrived. Yes, this is very much later, and 
if the Board of Regents approve, those presently engaged in 
pre-registration may get to use the new physical sciences building 
before they graduate. 
In the past, the University has quite logically built in response to, 
if not in anticipation of. an increasing student enrollment. Ironically, 
the University is now building in anticipation of shrinking student 
enrollment. 
The new facility will be a welcome, if not timely addition to the 
campus. However, the motive behind the construction is 
questionable. For years, Overman Hall has been overcrowded and less 
than safe or healthful, but it wasn't until planners were faced with a 
drop in enrollment that they decided it was time to build a major 
seducer of students, a $9.5 million magnet, the physical sciences 
building. 
Fortunately, the board did demonstrate some concern for the 
present chemistry and geology students, promising to take immediate 
steps toward eliminating the hazards of Overman and to later 
substantially remodel the outdated building. 
fair trial/ free press 
On June 30 the US Supreme Court significantly narrowed the 
long-running conflict between the right of an accused person to a fair 
trial and the right of the press to report on that trial. 
In an unusually firm decision, the Court unanimously ruled that 
judges may not impose "gag" orders on the press forbiding 
publication of information about criminal cases except in 
exceptional cases, even if they think that such publicity could hurt 
the defendants' chances for a fair trial. 
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, writing the court opinion, said the 
court was not imposing an absolute prohibition on gag orders, but 
"the barriers to prior restraint (of the press) remain high." 
Three of the judges maintained that such orders are always 
unconstitutional and invariably violate the guarantees of the First 
Amendment. The other six held that such orders would violate the 
amendment in all but very exceptional cases. 
The ruling came in a case involving the trial of Erwin Charles 
Sunants, charged with the Oct. 18 slaying of six Nebraska persons. The 
judge presiding over the murder trial issued an order banning the 
pretrial publication of various items, including the fact that there had 
been a confession. Several of the restricted items were matters of 
public record. 
The Supreme Court's decision represents a victory not only for the 
media, but for the American public. It is important to note that the 
court did not declare that the First Amendment has priority over the 
Sixth Amendment, which protects the defendant's right to a fair 
trial. Several trial-protecting options were left open to criminal 
judges, including a change of venue, in which the trial is moved; 
delays; careful screening of prospective jurors; sequestration or 
isolation of the jury, and limiting communications from persons 
within the legal system such as prosecutors and court clerks. 
These options provide judges with a more than adequate arsenal 
for protecting proper courtroom conduct. The dangers of poor trial 
control and the resulting publicity were dramatically demonstrated 
in the Cleveland trial of Dr. Sam Sheppard in 1954. The undue 
publicity and courtroom chaos resulted in the overturning of 
Sheppard's murder conviction in 1%6. In overturning the 
conviction, the Supreme Court did not hold that a gag order should 
have been issued, only that a fair trial could have been conducted 
had one or more of the above options been enacted. 
In reviewing the Sheppard trial the court in 1966 recognized the 
dangers of restricting media coverage of trials, saying, the press 
"guards against the miscarriage of justice by subjecting the police, 
prosecutors, and judicial processes to extensive scrutiny and 
criticism." 
Imagine where we'd be today had the judge issued a gag order in 
the trial of the Watergate burglers. That one added obstacle to justice 
could have well insured "four more years." 
By BobBortd 
Editor 
The University's student honor list 
was released last week and it revealed 
some startling and possibly alarming 
facts concerning students who met the 
honor standards of 3.5 or better. 
The overall percentage of the 
students who made the list were not 
particularly amazing because those 
figures could be considered more or 
less par. The disturbing fact is that 
lower classmen are far too few among 
those listed. 
A breakdown of the University's five 
colleges shows that only 24 per cent of 
the students listed on the Dean's List 
for spring quarter were underclassmen. 
SO WHAT, you say. big deal if only 
24 per cent of students listed on the 
honor's list were underclassmen. But, I 
believe the implications of this figure 
go beyond just statistics. It implies 
that there may be a serious 
malfunction in our academic program 
or in the individual student's attitudes 
at the University, or both. 
The first question thai entered my 
mind after reviewing Ihese statistics 
was the obvious; why did so few 
underclassmen meet the 3.S grade 
point average (GPA) requirement for 
the Dean's List? The reasons could be 
many. 
One could be that the 
underclassmen have not fully 
disciplined themselves lo the rigors of 
the college curriculum and the 
demands placed upon themselves. 
Having gone through three years at 
this University, 1 know it takes getting 
used to the expectations of faculty. 
Some classes require persistant study 
each day to keep up with the course 
requirements. 
Another possible reason may be the 
University's policy of "weeding out" 
students during their initial two years 
at Bowling Green. 
THE STATE of Ohio requires all 
state-funded universities to practice an 
open-door admissions policy for 
incoming students, according to one 
University official. However, these 
stipulations do not include the 
structuring of our curriculum. 
Therefore, the University is at liberty 
to form its curriculum in such a 
manner that would work as a deterrent 
against those who are not academically 
suited for the University's standards. 
This is a justifiable policy because a 
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system must be ii.aintained to control 
the quality of the University's 
students. 
But the University may be at fault in 
forming a curriculum that also deters 
the excelling of "blue chip" freshman 
and sophomore honor students. I 
don't believe it is sheer coincidence 
that there is a large difference between 
upper and lower classmen on the 
Dean's list.. 
Still another possible cause could be 
that juniors and seniors, after taking 
into account their performance over 
the two previous years, decide they 
had better make an effort to raise their 
GPA. 
FAR TOO OFTEN the case is that 
an aspiring college student realizes his 
2.2 GPA won't take him very far in 
terms  of  job   quality   and  possible 
advancement after graduation. He then 
attempts to bring his GPA up by 
studying harder and taking a more 
serious attitude about his classes. 
A student's interest in his courses, 
beyond that of trying to raise his GPA. 
should also be considered. After 
getting most group requirements out 
of the way during the first two years, a 
junior finds that he finally is working 
in his major and minor which 
undoubtedly will generate more 
interest on his part. 
It is unfortunate that a student must 
complete group. requirements before 
he can study in his field of interest 
because the result can be a lack of 
interest and subsequent low grades. A 
possible solution would be to 
intertwine requirements and areas of 
specific concentration during the 
entire four years, rather than have 
them more or less separate. 
BUT STANDING in the way of this 
possibility is the University rule which 
states that some lower level courses 
only can be taken for less credit hours 
when a junior or senior enrolls in 
them. Some are not open to upper 
classmen. 
A fina' reason may be the nemesis of 
grade inflation which often raises its 
head on college campuses. This has 
been an area of much concern with 
college administrators over the past 
few years because of the seemingly 
ceaseless rise of student GPAs. 
It it a fact that student averages are 
on the rise nationwide. This might 
explain why recently, after a student's 
sophomore year, there is a large 
increase of students reaching the 
honors list and doing better in their 
overall performance. 
There are many possible reasons for 
the large upswing in the number of 
students making the Dean's List after 
their first two years. The situation 
should be taken for more than the face 
value of who made it and who didn't 
and a study should be conducted as u> 
why. 
The University's honors list can be 
used as an indicator of student 
performance, and why most students 
don't perform well until their 
junior-senior years is a question that 
needs to be answered for the 




more ramblings on the you-know-what.... 
the bicentennial from abroad 
By Tom Schrock 
Editorial Wire Editor 
In observation of the Bicentennial, I 
left the country. While most 
Americans were playing in bands, 
marching in parades or just swilling 
beer in the summer sun, 1 slowly was 
crossing the Guatemalan border going 
into Honduras, hoping that the guard 
wouldn't be overcome by the 
temptation to confiscate my bag of 
M&Ms. 
It was more by chance than volition 
that I happened to be abroad on the 
Fourth, but I didn't shed any tears 
when I realized that I wouldn't be in 
the homeland for the long-awaited 
occasion. 
NOW I'M about as patriotic as the 
next WASP, but I just had no feeling 
for the Bicentennial. I take that back; 
1 did have some feeling toward 
it-mottly negative. This nation has 
existed under the original Constitution 
for 200 years, going from a colony of 
not-so-Great Britain to the recognized 
leader of the world. And how do we 
commemorate this accomplishment, 
boyt and girlt-by slopping the colors 
of the flag over every fireplug in the 
US of A and shooting off enough 
firecrackers to make a fine arsenal for 
the armies of several small countries. 
Predictably and yet tragically, the 
country was Buycentennialed to death 
when every manufacturing firm 
flooded the market with red, white 
and especially blue. 
Alas, there was no escaping the 
celebration. In Mexico City's 
Chapultepec Park it the 
anthropological museum recognized at 
the best museum in the world. It it 
housed in a massive, new building, the 
architecture of which can only be 
compared with that of Frank Lloyd 
Wright. Next to this work of art stands 
a red, white and blue, dome-shaped 
eyesore (a temporary building, thank 
God) containing American 
memorabilia of the last 200 yean. A 
sparsely attended exhibit, by the way. 
DESPITE AN occasional encounter 
with such a chintzy display, leaving 
the country gave me a real 
appreciation of the United States and 
turned out to be the most meaningful 
way to celebrate its birthday. 
At 1 went from Mexico to 
Guatemala to Honduras, the people 
became increasingly poor and 
ignorant. Mexico City has a population 
greater than any US city except New 
York, and most of the inhabitants 
live in houses that make the worst 
tenement buildings of Hariem look 
like luxury condominiums. Similar 
conditions exist in most of Guatemala 
and Honduras. 
«<*          f 




Despite their poverty, the people 
maintain a sense of pride and 
community. Perhaps this ttems from 
the fact that their lot is the lot of the 
majority; they are not a poor minority 
living among affluence. Their housing 
it not substandard; it it the standard. 
Frustration and the subsequent 
bitterness and crime are not so 
prevalent as in the poor sections of 
American cities, and it it safe to walk 
the streets at any hour. Nowhere have 
I teen such pride within poverty as in 
the Indians living in the mountains of 
Guatemala. Each has his little plot of 
land, terraced out of the steepest 
mountain slopes, and each has built his 
own small house. Content with their 
primitive agrarian society, they 
threaten no one and perceive no one as 
a threat to them. 
FLYING OUT of Mexico City, I 
looked down on (literally, not 
figuratively) people living in shacks 
made of car doors and cardboard 
boxes. After an hour's flight, the plane 
descended (literally and figuratively) 
into Guatemala City, capital of guess 
what country and home of at least 10 
million butet, each apparently 
fine-tuned to produce at much smoke 
as possible, and each contributing itt 
fair share toward making their city one 
of the most polluted in the world. 
While in GC I stayed in La Posada 
Hotel, complete with cold running 
water between 6 and 7 a.m. Nowhere 
in the city did the water, of 
quettionable quality, run more than a 
few hours per day. Across the street 
from the hotel was the National 
Palace, one of the most ornate and 
beautiful seals of government in the 
world. Guatemala is run by a dictator 
who is apparenUy suffering an acute 
case of paranoia. Machine gun-carrying 
soldiers, clad in fatigues, swarm over 
the palace protecting the officials and 
their Cadillac limousines. Similar 
guards ride on every train that crawls 
across the country. 
Public transportation, the only kind 
that exists, uses energy efficiently and 
is economical, but alto it slow, rough, 
crowded and inconvenient. At one 
point there were 25 people in the 
Volkswagen-tize van in which I was 
riding, and no one batted an eye when 
the driver stopped to pick up another 
fare. Children under 12, chickens and 
pigs (regardless of age) ride free. 
HONDURAS IS one of those placet 
that you go to in order to appreciate 
wherever it it you have been. With 
yields like 25 bushels of com per acre, 
the land it far too poor to support the 
ever increasing population and, for the 
first time on this trip, I taw many 
young children whose bellies were 
bloated    from    malnutrition. 
Transportation is difficult, with only 
two paved highways in die whole 
country. It wasn't long before I was 
crowding in line, waiting to take 
Honduras' only airline's only jet on 
the only flight to the states. 
The saddest part of these peoples' 
poverty is that it seldom results from 
any fault of their own. This is 
unfortunate, because it makes the 
problem that much more difficult to 
solve. 
AMERICA IS AT the opposite 
extreme. While we can justifiably be 
proud of what we have done-our 
government, our technology, our 
constant quest for improvement-there 
are many things that we should not be 
proud of, only thankful for. 
In this Bicentennial year, too many 
Americans have their hands full. 
waving the flag with the right and 
patting themselves on the back with 
their left, forgetting that most of our 
material wealth resulted from no good 
works of our own, but rather from 
fate, luck, the grace of God (pick one) 
and the renigging on treaties with thv 
Indians. 
This country was rich before we got 
here, we can only claim squatter's 
rights. With this in mind, we mutt view 
our responsibility to the rest of the 
world in a different light, because 
there, but for the grace of God, goes 
Uncle Sam. 
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8,000 parents, students for pre-reg 
3,200 new college careers begin 
Thursday. July IS. 1976, The BG Newi/Pafe 3 
J 
By Becky Wgson 
The fim of over 3.200 incoming freshmen hive arrived 
on campus this week to participate in the summer 
pre-registration program. Pre-reg officially began Monday 
with the initial group of 500 siudents and parents 
attending. Four such groups will be on campus each week, 
until August 6 and a total of 8,000 parents and soon-lobe 
college students are expected. 
The theme of this year's pre-reg, as it has been in the 
past, is "We Care!". All faculty and student pre-reg workers 
are identifiable by the large yellow and green "We Care!" 
buttons. Gregory T. DeCrane. director of Student Activities 
and new student programs, feels these buttons also help set 
the tone for pre-reg. 
"Students and parents have a lot of anxiety about what 
college life wjl be like, and about the pre-registration 
program, so a lot of people and programs to help answer 
questions is vital." said DeCrane. 
PRE-REG is a two-day process, involving placement 
testing information sessions, campus tours, meetings with 
advisers, entertainment and leisure activities and talks by 
various University officials. 
Pre-reg offers new students, along with Mom and Dad. an 
introduction to the University. For many this will be their 
first visit to campus, and their first glimpse of college from 
the inside. 
Students will get the opportunity to make many new 
friends, wlule anticipation for fall quarter increases. And 
many students may also experience the frustrations and 
hassles of college, beginning right with their experiences of 
their first quarter registration. 
Some also will begin to discover that some things people 
have told them about college are wrong and they will start 
to find out things for themselves. Pre-reg is designed to help 
students get the answers to their questions about college 
life and academics in general. 
ANOTHER ASPECT OF the students' schedule involves 
placement testing. Foreign language, music, English, 
mathematics and speech and hearing tests must be taken 
before a student can register. 
Various group meetings encompassing such topics as 
academic college information, ROTC. the University 
Division of General Studies. Residence Life, and the greek 
systems on campus are held to inform students and parents 
as to what is available for students to participate in during 
their college careers. 
Students Ihen meet with their advisers and register for 
fall classes. The University Bookstore, under the 
registration area, is prepared for students to purchase books 
during the entire four weeks of pre-reg. 
ENTERTAINMENT AND leisure activities are also a part 
of the freshman initiation. The University Natalonum, the 
golf course, the Union's Buckeye Room, which has bowling 
and billiards, are all open for students and parents. 
A variety show is presented on the first night of the 
session which has been a part of every pre-reg session lor 
the last five years. 
Students also spend their free time visiting friends in 
dorms and apartments in town and some even get a taste of 
a college party. Many also check into the nightlife of 
downtown Bowling Green. 
OVER 200 University staff, faculty and students will be 
involved in pre-reg before the last entering freshman goes 
home. Five years ago. students were first utilised in the 
program as volunteers, serving as greeters. tour leaders, jnd 
"question-answerers." DeCrane feels thai the addition of 
student volunteers has been a positive addition to the 
pre-reg program. 
Students and parents are housed in Offenhauei Towers 
lor their overnight stay. Students are separate from their 
parents and share rooms with othei students so they can 
meet a few of their new classmates. The 26 hotel rooms in 
the Union also are available for guests, on a first come, first 
serve basis. 
Food is served by the University Union Food Service, 
with lunch, refreshments and dinner provided by the 
University, and breakfasts at one's own expense. 
This year University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. will 
personally greet the new freshmen and their parents. In the 
past his greeting has been presented with film clips and 
written messages. 
Bullet decision should be made soon 
By Rock Ross 
Staff Writer 
The debate over whether 
to adopt hollow-point 
bullets, which has 
concerned the campus for 
more than a year, finally 
may be settled. 
Harold Smith, director of 
executive staff-operations, 
said that the decision, winch 
rests with Vice-President Jor 
Operations George Postich. 
will be made within the 
month 
The bullet issue first arose 
in November 1174 when 
Dale Shaffer, director of 
University Police, attempted 
to have the University Police 
switch from the present 
round-nose, jacketed bullet 
to the flat-nose "dum-dum" 
bullet. After some protest. 
Shaffer desisted from 
changing the bullets, and a 
committee composed of 
students, faculty, and stall 
was formed to advance 
relations between the police 
arid the University 
community. 
The    committee,    the 
University Police-Commu- 
nity Advisory Panel, formed 
a subcommittee which spent 
eight months reviewing a 
study prepared by 
independent lesearchers for 
the Denver Police 
Department. The study 
compaicd the effect of 
diflerent bullets upon cow 
bones suspended in ballistic 
jelly. Among the bullets 
tested was the hollow-point 
bullet. 
Based upon this study, the 
subcommittee advised 
adoption     of    the 
hollow-point bullet because 
of its greater stopping 
power, less likelihood of 
hitting byslanders. and less 
chance of ncochet. 
After ihe subcommittee 
recommended the 
hollow-point bullet, the 
Human Rights Alliance 
(HRA). passed petitions 
asking that the hollow-point 
not be adopted because of 
the danger to persons struck 
by the bullet. HRA handed 
its petition over to Postich. 
who now will make the final 
decision. 
Nuns become summer students 
Among the approximately 
5.000 students attending 
the University this summer 
are members of several 
Roman Catholic orders of 
nuns. They're here to learn. 
According to Sister 
Dismas Hoffman of 
Sylvania, "We've come to 
further our education." 
Sistet Ditmas doesn't have 
to go much further before 
she receives her masters 
degree. "In fact," she said 
showing a smile and an 
application for graduation, 
"I'll get it in August." 
Concentrating in 
diagnostic and remedial 
reading, she applies her 
skills where she teaches first 
and second graders in 
Sylvania. Her job involves 
teaching children how to 
read and helping others who 
have reading problems. 
"I LOVE kids, especially 
at that age level," she 
explained. "1 am going to 
continue to teach after 
graduation. It's my life's 
blood."  ■ 
Apparently the urge to 
teach flows through the 
veins of many of the nuns. 
"Teaching is stimulating," 
said Sister Mary Berchmans 
of Cleveland. 
"To be a better teacher 
means you have to learn 
more." said another teacher 
of music at Notre Dame. 
Sister Dismas estimates 
that there are thirty sisters 
enrolled in summer school. 
"Our mother houses are 
located in the northern 
Ohio area," she explained. 
She went further to note 
"every summer the sisters 
report to their mother 
houses. From there we are 
assigned to the schools 
which we have selected to 
continue our education.'' 
Sister Dismas said she 
chose the University for 
graduate work because of its 
excellent academic program 
and because of the feeling 
she has about the 
University. 
"From the administration 
to the students, I have met 
nothing but friendly people. 
That's one of the main 
things that impresses me." 
Sister Muy Berchmans chats with two other nuns 
during a study break in the library. Many of the nuns 
attending the University this summer are teachers 
who find the warm months a convenient time to 
further their education. (Newsphoto by Jam 1 Pierre) 
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Pre-reg 
woes 
Pre-registration for incoming freshmen began Monday bringing hordes of the 
ex-high schoolers to campus, most with their parents. Registration was for classes 
was held in the Forum. Student Services Bldg. 
Students surveyed about police 
• From page one 
"The majority of girls surveyed fell the lack of lighting 
on campus was the major problem." said Kurty. 
The class also was concerned wiih ihe University Police's 
relationship with the students. 
"The police do give piesentations on crime prevention 
upon request hut they're sugaicoated memorized 
speeches," she said. "They try and promote Ihe 
department, while blaming such things as the recent rapes 
on student apathy toward self protection." 
The class' other concern was with the number of marked 
police cars. Al present there aie two marked cars on 
-4 hour duty. but each afternoon one of these cars is 
used to carry money from the University Bookslore and the 
Bursar's office to the hank, cutting the mobile patrol in half. 
Ihe reporl showed. 
"WE ALSO HAVE less policemen per siudents than any 
oilier slate university in Ohio." added Kurty. 
Although   he couldn't  divulge   Ihe   specific number of 
police on any shift during the day. Lt. Roger Daouft did 
say there were l*» lull-time police employed by the 
University. 
Dale A. Francis, sophomoic. headed the project. He. like 
Kurty. said they feel the allocation of more funds to the 
University Police is definitely needed 
"If the police were given more money ihey'd be able to 
hire more patrolmen and would also he able to print and 
distribute better pamphlets. Thus police security would be 
more effective and sludent awareness would also increase." 
said Kurty. 
After compiling their information, the class wrote to 
committees capable of allocating more funds to the police. 
The Board of Trustees, ihe Long Range Financial Planning 
Committee and others were sent a letter containing the 
class' findings and pioposals. 
"We tried to constructively make things better. We did 
the project to gather some type of campus feeling toward 
the campus police, keeping in mind various solutions that 
we felt could exist." said Francis. 
Food services earn high marks 
• From page one 
The cafeterias were also 
losing money because 
studenls would lake food 
for their off-campus friends 
who hadn't paid for 
University boarding, 
according lo Clark. 
FURTHERMORE,    the 
student would take a large 
portion of food he didn't 
particularly like, take a few 
biles and leave ihe rest, he 
said. 
Because food services was 
operating at a loss, the 
cafeterias could not offer a 
variety of food. Clark said 
thai toward the end of the 
1960s, the lost factor led 
food services to believe that 
if a student ate at the 
cafeterias, it was costing 
money. 
"We were challenged to 
come up with a system that 
would keep cost to a 
minimum," Clark explained. 
The use of meal coupons 
in a setting very similar to a 
cash cafeteria results in a 
minimum of wastes, he said. 
"'We now have 
immeasurable waste." He 
said that the cafeteria can 
gauge this waste because, 
when busing tables, all 
waste is collected to be 
disposed. This also gives 
food services an indication 
of what is being wasted. 
Clark said that the recent 
decision lo sell cold 
sandwiches without potato 
chips occured because a 
noticeable amount of chips 
was being wasted when 
included in the price of the 
sandwich It became 
apparent. Clark said, that 
many people did not want 
the potato chips. By 
eliminating   potato   chips 
from the price of the 
sandwich, the cafeteria can 
sell ils sandwiches for 10-15 
cents less and get rid of 
unnecessary waste, he said 
Clark said a common 
misunderstanding among 
students with the coupon 
system is that the minimum 
requirement of four books a 
quarter ($175 this past year; 
increasing to $1 HO in 
September) will provide 21 
meals a week. Clark 
emphasized that this is only 
a minimum charge designed 
for the student who eats an 
average of 13 meals a week. 
AAcGeein: energy-based cuts working 
By Allen Angel 
Staff Writer 
The University cut an 
estimated $450,000 from 
its facility costs during 
the 1075-76 academic year. 
Coordinator of Resource 
Planning Robert McGeein 
said. 
McGeein said the 
cutbacks were initiated by a 
memorandum issued by 
University President Hollis 
A. Moore Jr. In the 
document an increase in 
utility rates was noted. 
Electric use was up 35 per 
cent; coal. 85 per cent; gas. 
33 per cent and sewage rate. 
50 per cent. 
INITIALLY THE memo 
called for a plan lo reduce 
energy cost by I 5 per cent, 
or $250,000. This plan 
ordered thermostats to be 
set at 68 degrees for heating 
units and 76 degrees for air 
conditioners. Air 
conditioners and heaters 
were to be turned off on 
weekends and during breaks 
between quarters. Employe 
vacations were to be 
encouraged during 
down-time periods of 
operation. Responsibility of 
overseeing the project was 
delegated lo the physical 
plant. 
Energy conservation was 
to serve as a major criterion 
in all operations with the 
exception of photocopying, 
reviewing equipment and 
purchases. Cooperation was 
sought    from    all    major 
offices. 
The University architect 
was encouraged to try to 
conserve energy when 
planning summer renovation 
projects and changes in 
existing facilities. 
Energy conservation 
measure guidelines also were 
to be undertaken for 
buildings. 
THERE WERE also cuts 
in the work day on Fridays 
for Ihe summer in all 
University business offices 
and a shul-down in all pans 
of the University not -used 
during the summer months. 
A research committee 
chaired    by    George    E. 
Scherff. associate professor 
of industrial education and 
technology, studied the 
energy cutback for a year 
with efficiency, according to 
the memorandum. 
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By Larry Lambert 
Photo Editor 
With a little mind-pretting 
effort, we can all remember 
our tint taste of the 
Univenity. For mott of ut it 
wat a long two dayt of 
placement tettt, registering 
for clanet and being lott 
while standing in front of 
the Union. 
Detpite the general 
contusion, two upcoming 
frethmen, Melanie Bennett 
of Troy and Julie Kelley of 
Pickerington, are enjoying 
their brief ttay during 
pre-regittration. The two 
were placed together in an 
Offenhauer room. 
-EVERYBODY IS real 
friendly, it maket me feel at 
A day of pre-reg 
home," tayt Bennett, who 
plant to major in joumalitm 
and minor in political 
tcience. 
Kelley said the thinks 
"The atmosphere it nice, 
BG maket you fee! that it 
really wants you. 
Everything is to clean and 
pretty." Interested in 
medical technology, she 
hopes that the Univertity 
will provide social and 
educational fulfillment. 
Both of the future co-edt 
had tome difficulty with the 
placement tettt. Kelley said, 
"I knew one question on 
the Spanish test. Bennett 
resorted to counting on her 
fingers during the math 
exam. 
Founders quadrangle is 
Bennett's first choice as a 
place to live during her 
freshman year. She knows a 
girl that lived there last fall, 
and Bennett hopes to room 
with her friend this fall. 
Kelley would like to live in 
McDonald East because of 
ill visitation rights. Both of 
the incoming students are 
looking forward to getting 
away from home. 
"The longest l*ve been 
away before is a week at 
band camp," said  Bennett. 
WHILE   BENNETT   and 
Kelley had many praises for 
the University (hey both 
had a common criticism--the 
food. They were referring to 
the meals they received in 
the Grand Ballroom, Union. 
"They gave us this turkey 
sum   on   a   biscuit,"   said 
Bennett, "I didn't like it." 
Not knowing what classes 
to take first quarter seemed 
to be what the two worried 
about most. "I feel I don't 
know enough to sign-up." 
laid Bennett. Kelley added, 
"I don't believe I'm signing 
up for classes, it doesn't 
seem real." 
After registering for 
classes and listening to 
speakers talk about 
dormitory rules and 
regulations, what do two 
new frethman decide to do 
for an evening of 
entertainment? They go 
downtown to the bars of 
course. 
\ lie i.ill said Bennett. 
"They told us that Bowling 
Green is what you want to 
make it." 
Newsphotos by Larry Lambert and Becky Wilson 
Future students get advice on dorm life from pre-registration volunteers Liu Caughbn and Duane Hamilton 
Keith Plaaky talcs with 
upcoming freshmen and 
their parents during 
lunch   in    the   Grand 
Ballroom. 
Julie Kelley and 
Melanie Bennett talk 
over their expectations 
of Fad 1976 outside of 
Offenhauer. 
Incoming students and their parents stroll through the second floor of the Union. 
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If you're tired of outdoor 
recreation activities such at 
tennit, paddleball and 
swimming, and want a 
change of pace, plan on 
attending "Seascape." a 
1975 Pulitzer prize play 
presented by the University 
summer theatre department. 
"Seascape," written by 
Edward Albee, it about two 
humans, Nancy and Charlie, 
and two lizards, Sarah and 
Leslie, who encounter each 
other at a moment of 
evolutionary critit. 
The humans and the 
reptilet    ditcutt    their 
impulses to escape into and 
from the sea They talk 
about the viability of 
marriage., their fears of the 
future and whether life i> 
worth living. 
Tere Hanson and Lawton 
Wultin (Sarah and Leslie) 
taid playing the parts of 
reptiles takes plenty of 
physical strength. Wultin 
taid because of the constant 
crouching and awkward 
posture involved in the 
rolet, they have to 
concentrate at all times on 
what they are doing. 
HANSON SAID they have 
to almost erase everything 
from their minds to focut 
on the characters they 
portray.    She   said   Sarah 
must be naive at well as 
wise, submittive at well at 
dominant. Wultin taid that 
at Lethe, he mutt be 
protector, lover and warrior. 
The character! in the play 
have gone to great lengths 
to obtain a proper mental 
and physical preparation for 
the play. The cut hat read 
numerous books on the life 
of reptilet and have 
rehearted at Catawaba 
Island to get the atmosphere 
of the ocean and a feeling of 
a real-life setting. 
"Seascape" it known at 
Albee't lightest, most lyrical 
play. Hanson taid Albee 
wants his play to emphasize 
life it worthwhile. He is 
telling hit audience they just 
Rod Stewart soon to be the 70s' Dean Martin? 
cannot drop out of bfe 
because they have a 
problem. 
Albee, who it belt known 
for hit play, "Who't Afraid 
of Virginia Woolf," 
originally opened in New 
York. In addition to 
receiving the 1975 Pulitizer 
prize as the best play, it also 
won a Tony award for best 
supporting actor. 
JULIE    MIESLE.   who 
portrays Nancy, hat 
appeared in several major 
roles on the University's 
stage including the title 
character in "And Mitt 
Reardon Drinks A Little" 
and Olivia in "Twelfth 
Night." Dennii O'Dcll'sa 
theatre major well-known 
for numerous portrayall. 




With   each   new   album, 
Rod Stewart becomes more 
and more immersed in his 
own image. His latest effort 
is "A Night on the Town" 
(Warner Bros. BS2938), an 
album that will certainly 
cement    his    image    as 
rambler, gambler and naive 
yet sensitive lover. 
It is the mold Stewart has 
been working out of since 
his early days with the old 
Jeff Beck Croup. He always 
Classifieds 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
Wednesday, July 14, 1976 
Students International Meditation Society will meet in Rm. 100, Hayes Hall at 6:30 p.m., 
tor people already practicing transcendental meditation. 
Friday. July 16, 1976 
Shabbat Services will be held in Prout Chapel at 6:30 p.m. Jewish Student Group. 
Sunday. July 18, 1976 
Students International Meditation Society will meet in the Faculty Lounge ot the Student 
Union, 1-4 p.m. today. Checking tor those practicing transcendental meditation by 
appointment call 352-2074. 
RIDtS NEEDED 372-2003. 
Ride needed to So. Calif, 
aiound July 24, will share 
gas. Call Mike 352-2770. 
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST: 1976 BG class ring 
on July 3. Reward if found. 
352-0887. Initials D.U.B. 
LOST: 1975 Gold with blue 
stone, Brockport High 
School Class Ring, last Wed. 
Contact Tracy, 2-4062. 
Reward 
SERVICES OFFERED 
PHOTOS Passport. I.D. 
applications & Portraits. 
Call Hager Studios. 
353-5885. 
Reliable girl needed as 
companion for lively elderly 
lady in Cygnet. Free board 
and room with private bath 
in nice ranch home. Write 
539 Gramercy Ave., Toledo 
43612 or call collect to 
(419) 476-6309. 
Progresive Nursing Home 
needs L.P.N.'s. Full time 
3-11 and 11-7. Excellent 
benefits. Call Wood County 
Nursing Home. 353-8411 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Person to care for child in 
home. Mon. thru Thurs. ■* 
days. Call 352-0692. 
PERSONALS 
HELP WANTED 
AN E X PERI ENCED 
TVPIST TO WORK ON 
PRODUCTION OF BG 
NEWS CONTACT GREG 
KUNTZ    AT   352-6765   or 
Eunie's Bar. Happy Hours. 
Thurs. 8-12 p.m. 809 S. 
Main Street. 
Sound Associate GIANT 
WAREHOUSE SALE this 
Sat. til Sat. 24th. 
FANTASTIC SAVINGS on 
ALL   TYPES   of   STEREO 
equipment and accessories. 
248 S. Main St., B.G. 
352-3595. Complete 
SERVICE on all stereo gear. 
FOR SALE 
'64 Buddy Mobile Home 60' 
x 12' 2 bedrm. turn., 
washer, dryer, dishwater, 
a/c. Free Water, pay gas. 
No. 68 Gypsy Lane. S4500. 
352-9173. 
Buy a Mobile Home It's 
cheaper than rent. Several 
Homes from $1500 up. Call 
353-7104. 
FOR RENT 
2 bdrm. turn. apts. for Fall 
on 2nd St. with a/c gas heat, 
all util. incl. exc. elec.. 
$280/mo. 352-5239 or 
823-7555 after 5. 
COLORADO ROCKIES. 
Mtn. home for rent, by 
week, month. V. Starr, 861 
St. Paul, Denver, Colo. 
80206, 303/333-3088. 
had the other members of 
the band to bounce off of, 
his personality pliable 
enough to fit the type of 
music they played. 
Then came the Faces and 
there was no question who 
was the star, even though 
Ron Wood could grin while 
holding a double Scotch just 
as well as Rod. 
Stewart did not really 
need the Faces to keep his 
career going, but stuck with 
them until early last spring. 
The new album is Rod's 
first since the breakup and 
his second using only 
American musicians. Last 
year's "Atlantic Crossing" 
was better than expected, as 
it seemed lo be the move 
Rod had wanted to make 
for some time. He was 
finally on his own with no 
one to fall back on but 
himself. 
Though not as good as 
last year's offering, "A 
Night on the Town" is a 
continuation of that 
dependable Stewart formula 
It contains a slow side and a 
fast side, but docs not break 
any new ground. 
"TONIGHT'S THE 
NIGHT" starts off the slow 
side. It has no pretensions 
and does not attempt to live 
up to any. The lyrics are its 
only saving grace but arc 
still not enough to make the 
track memorable. 
"The   First   Cut   is   the 
THINK OF THE PERFECT PLACE . .. 
You'll Think Olde Orchard Condominiums 
In The Beautiful Three Meadows Planned 
Community In Historical 
Perrysburg, Ohio 
There are many considerations when you plan a move to Olde Orchard 
All of them can be on the plus side 
As an instructor or professor at Bowling Green State University. ,i 
businessperson in town, the convenience of a short ten minute drive to a place 
where nature surrounds you is no problem 
As a person who wants lo save money there is the tax advantage At 
Olde Orchard, you build equity while you deduct your interest 
The major difference? At Olde Orchard you don't cut the grass, shovel 
the snow or clean-up around the grounds, someone else takes care of those 
chores 
The appearance is that of a single family dwelling, each unit is dis 
tinctive and contains either a two or three bedroom condominium of vour 
choice 
At Olde Orchard you will be assured that the value ol your property m 
creases each year 
See the people who know what Olde Orchard can do lor you. plan a 
drive there today. Call collect (4191874 7567 for an appointment. 
OPEN SUNDAY 12 TO 5 P.M. 
Directions: located off of *t. 175 toko (ho Porrytburg exit at Hi. 20 to Throe 
Moadowi Drive follow to th. ond*~of rite drive to Old. Orchard. 
(ONDOMIMI MS IN THREE MFAIH>\»S 
CALL COLLECT (4191 874 7567 FOR APPOINTMENT 
Deepest," a Cat Stevens 
tune, achieves the high 
point of the record. The 
melody is infectious and the 
chorus is equally 
memorable. Rod exhibits 
just the right amount of the 
"I'm hurt, but if you coax 
me a little..." type 
sentiment on which he built 
his reputation. The music, 
lyrics and image all come 
together on this track and 
the combination shows how 
powerful his "vulnerability" 
can be. 
"Fool For You" is in the 
same vein as last year't "I 
Don't Want to Talk About 
It" and "Still Love You." 
All the while he gets 
stepped on by his girl, who 
is tired of him and going on 
to new places and faces. 
Hasn't this happened to 
Rod before? The blues are 
fine, but reruns I don't 
need. 
The fast side leads off 
with "The Ball Trap." The 
title gives it all away; and by 
adding some heavy doses of 
i .HI iK-h guitar, the cut 
becomes the only successful 
stompcr on the album. 
EVEN     THOUGH 
Mantovani did the definitive 
version of Mark Barken's 
"Pretty Flamingo," Rod 
"the Mod" gives it a try. 
Muzak material doesn't go 
down well on a rock album, 
and this cut goes a long way 
in proving it. Just another 
strip  in  (hit collection of 
electronic wallpaper. 
"Big Bayou" and "The 
Wild Side of Ufe" are 
standard rockers, neither 
one coming anywhere close 
to the shake appeal of "I'm 
Losing You" or "Borstal 
Boys." Rod it holding back 
and his ability to get people 
up and rocking it suffering. 
I don't know why 'Trade 
Winds" is included on the 
fast side, but that's cool 
because he needt it to finish 
the album up on an 
introspective note. The 
original idea it a good one, 
but the lyrics are not typical 
Rod Stewart. He tries to 
bring the overly sentimental 
lyrics across, but it teems so 
out of place compared to 
the rest of the material. 
This album succeeds on a 
few levels and fails on most. 
Maybe it is the Idea of Rod 
singing with a collection of 
faceless musicians that 
bothers me. Certainly the 
recording is much too clean, 
especially for the brand of 
rock he's used to playing. 
Rod belongs in a steady 
band whose musicians will 
help to inspire him. 
He is fast becoming the 
Dean Martin of the '70s, a 
singer that only mouths the 
words and brings little 
emotion across. When 
Stewart is on target he is 
overwhelming, and when 
he's off, he is dismal. Weil, 
maybe next time. Rod. 
0 1975 McOoiuia'i Co.poc.Noi 
Our Quarter Pounder 
tor people who have a big 
taste tor beef. 
"When IW got u big 
taste /iir beef. 
fudnruihig 
htfrnbunjer." 
We know rhe kind of 
hamburger you like. That's 
why our Quarter Pounder 
is a big, honest hamburger, 
made jusr the way you 
like it. 
We start with a full 
quarter pound of U.S.D.A. 
nspecred, 100% pure beef. 
Then cook it up just 
right. Add nothing 
bur the very 
•Weigh! * lb before cooking. 
best trimmings. And serve 
it on a toasted sesame seed 
bun. just for you. 
We do It all 
for you 
m. 
role in "Butley." Hanson 
hat appeared at the title 
character in "The Killing of 
Sitter George". Wultin it 
making hit firtt appearance 
in a major production. 
The director for 
"Seaicape" it Robert 
Barton. The set. which wat 
built to portray an ocean 
thore and rockt, wat 
dctigned and built by Roger 
Held. Both Barton and Held 
are doctoral candidates in 
theatre. 
The box office will be 
open from 11 a.m. to 3:30 
p.m. today and after 7 p.m. 
thu evening. Admission it 
S2.00 lor adults. $1.00 for 
children and high school 
student! and 50 cents for 




I A scholarship fund has been established in memory of 
former mathematics professoi Dr. Frank C. Ogg, who 
died June 9. The scholarships will be awarded to 
outstanding students based on academic records. Ogg 
taught from 1931-1969, served as chairman of the 
department of mathematics and was director of the 
library from 1941-42. 
Observations 
■' There will be free open telescope facilities at 10 
o'clock tonight and July 22 and 29 on the roof of 
Overman Hall. According 10 Dr. Roger L. Ptak. associate 
professor of physics, double start and slar cluster! 
should be visible. 
'Day of Absence' 
"Day of Abtence" will be presented by the Aesthetics 
and Methods of Contemporary Black Theatre class 8 
p.m. tonight in the Main Auditorium, Univeisity Hall. 
Admission is lice and open to the public. 
Vocal recital 
jThe School of Music will present a vocal recital by 
graduate student Marvel! Baldwin at 7:30 tonight in 
Recital Hall. The University Chorus and Orchestra will 
present their summer conceit July 21 at 7:30 p.m. in 
Recital Hall, Music Hide. Both programs arc tree and 
open to the public. 
BARGAIN PRICES 
THURSDAY IS SumM Mi .ill 
All flUOINII II It    WIIHIO- 











AND 9:45 PM 
SATURDAY 
AND SUNDAY 








"JOYS OF A 
WOMEN" 
AT 7:30 
AND 9:15 PM 
SATURDAY 
AND SUNDAY| 





..SEE IT WITH 
SOMEONE YOU LOVE! 




...nothing is wrong 
if it feck good. 
IN CO OH « PIWAMOUNT PICtUBE I 
CLA-ZEL 
eUlVMING Off IN    O" 
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Was to be filled by July 1 
Associate AD post still open 
By Dick Recs 
Spoils Editor 
The associate athletic 
director position, created 
when the University's 
athletic departmcm 
reorganized in April, is yet 
to be filled. 
The cutoff date for 
applications has been 
extended until Tuesday, 
according lo Ifmvcisity 
Athletic Director Di. 
Richaid A. Young. June I 5 
had been the original cutoff 
date, and the position was 
expected   U    be   filled   by 
July I, when Sue Hager's 
period of acting directorship 
was lo have terminated. 
"We simply didn't have 
enough candidates," Young 
explained yeslerday. "We 
have interviewed three or 
four people, but we felt we 
should  extend  Uie search." 
THE POSITION entails 
coordintllpi    the    21 
noiwevenuc    sports--mcn's 
and    ivomen'i-il    the 
University. In icorgani/ing 
Hselt lo administer both 
men's and women's sports 
ami  creating   >be associate 
athletic director position, 
the athletic department has 
set a unique precedent. 
Ilager. former women's 
basketball coach, has 
chaired the screening 
committee to review 
applications foi the 
position. Young said, 
though, that she has been 
on vacation, but expects her 
committee to convene early 
next week when she returns. 
"We're hoping to have 
someone here on the job by 
August I, or at the latest by 
August 15," Young said. 
Asked   if the commitlee 
was necessarily searching for 
a woman for the position, 
Young replied, "That's not 
a primary requirement but 
it would be nice." 
HE SAID the committee 
is looking for the "right 
person," but women with 
qualifications are hard to 
come by. 
"We are looking for a 
qualified applicant of that 
gender (female), and that's 
not easy," Young said. 
"There are some qualified 
people that have the 
experience, but don't think 
tlic want to take this 
position. 
"A lot have just taken 
new jobs in women's 
athletic administration and 
don't want to move," he 
added. "And there really 
isn't that many female 




TEAM W L 
Softballers 5 0 
No Names 3 2 
2nd Floor Highs 1 4 
Deon's Peons 1 4 
MEN'S LEAGUE 1 
TEAM W L 
Pontons 3 0 
Rickey's Raiders 2 1 
Darrow III i 1 
Poets Pawns 2 2 
Bagtags 2 2 
The Boys 1 2 
Panama Reds 0 4 
MEN'S LEAGUE II 
TEAM W L 
Summer '76 4 0 
Dixie Dodgers 3 1 
OTH Gang 2 1 
( as.inovas 2 2 
No Names 1 2 
Space Kadctts 0 3 
Cosmic Debris 0 3 
'Opie' the salesman * 
: 
Former Falcon football player Mark 
Conklin is now a salesman. 
And he's doing a dam good job. 
"Opie," as he's better known, is selling 
season football, basketball and hockey 
passes to incoming freshman students 
who are attending the two-day 
pre-registration session* at the University. 
From his table in the Student Services 
Building's   Forum,   Conklin.   with   help 
"I sold SI,657 worth in four hours the ^ 
last day last summer," he said. "I thought * 
I had that record broken the other day # 
(with SI ,652). I was upset." 
The former two-year starling offensive * 
guard said many of the students fill out J 
their cards and only want season football jj, 
passes. * 
"I try to convince them that hockey is * 
a big sport here, and that they get a good * Jo uu  s ror ionium, nn n i     Di un nci . u ui i nic ci jww £
from ticket office secretary Becky Meek,    deal." he explained. "And I tell them if * 
they don't buy now, it II be hard lo get J 
tickets during the season. And I don't + 
neglect basketball." # 
Season passes cost S6 for football (six ♦ 
home games). S8 for hockey (20 home * 
games)  and   S5.S0   for   basketball   (12 * 
home i-imi-, i ^ 
"Opie" has just one complaint, though. ^ 
"It wears you out." he said, with Mrs. * 
Meek echoing his words. "It gets boring * 
saying the same thing 1.000 times every * 
day- 
runs a successful operation. 
Two days ago, for instance, he sold 
$1,652 worth of tickets-77 football 
season passes, 66 hockey passes and 55 
basketball passes-in one day. 
"I'm a salesman, that's for sure." he 
said. 
In his second summer of trying to 
"sell" the Falcon sports program to new 
students, Conklin has done some amazing 
things. 
* ***^****»*****#*****#******************* 
BG women outdo men 
The women's teams 
outdid the men's in 
intercollegiate athletics at 
the University during the 
1975-76 year. 
That's the report from the 
University's sports 
information office, winch 
earlier tiiis week released it's 
annual "Year in Review" 
booklet, which gives 
statistical information on all 
men's and women's varsity 
athletic teams. 
IN TERMS of winning 
percentage, the 12 women's 
team combined for a .687 
mark, topping the men's 
combined figure of.591. 
With 10 of the 12 women 
teams recording winning 
seasons, the females came 
close to matching the .741 
winning percentage of a 
year ago. 
The men's percentage was 
the    second-best    at    the 
Univenity in the last 10 
ycais. and was just one 
percentage point above last 
year's .590. The only higher 
men's maik in the tail 
decade was the .6IH 
percentage in ll'73-74. 
In Mid-American 
Conference (MAC) 
competition, the men 
combined for a .510 
percentage to improve last 
year's .483 mark 
In MAC all-sports trophy 
(Reese Trophy)competition. 
BG recorded its fourth 
first-division finish in the 
last live years, bui barely, 
placing fifth. It was an 
improvement, however, 
from the pievious year's 
seventh. 
Overall, i h e 24 
intercollegiate sports 
combined for a record ol 
363 wins, 211 losses and 10 
ties for a winning 
percentage of .630. 
Intramural softball photos 
by Larry Lambert 
BG-lndians day set      WAAU adds AAarquette 
The Unlveriit) Alumni Association is sponsoring a 
Bowling GieenCleveland Indians daj Saturday, July 24 at 
Cleveland Stadium 
l'he Indians, current!) In second place in the American 
League Eut, will mcei the Detroll tigers thai da) tl 2 p.m. 
All University students, facult) and itafl and their 
friends can purchase regulai $4 50 box scats foi $4 ft* the 
game 
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS include a "Rclnnd-thc-fence" 
party beginning al noon vviili refreshments (beer. pop. 
sandwiches, potato salad), .in opportunity lo meet Indian 
playeis and a "Bannei Day" event, where the best banners, 
pesters and signs will be shown on television 
All ticket orders must be received n the Alumni Office 
by tomorrow. 
A game with traditional national power Marquette 
University has been scheduled lot Western Michigan 
Univeisity's basketball team foi the upcoming 1976-77 
season, according lo an announcement by Western Athletic 
Director Dr. Joseph I. Hoy. 
The game is set lor Dec-. 6 in the 10,938-seat Milwaukee 
Arena, where the Warriors have played before 33 
consecutive sellout crowds. 
THE LAST meeting between the two teams was at the 
NCAA Mideasi Regional ibis past Match wheic Marquette 
earned a 62-57 decision. The Broncos and Warriors have 
also played on 17 previous occasions. 
Also on Western's schedule is a Dec. 28 meeting in 
Biimuighain. Ala., with die University of Alabama, another 
representative to the NCAA Mideast Regional last season. 
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE 
1 
Cavaliers here this weekend 
Campy Russell 
Jim Chones. Campy 
Russell     and     Rowland 
Garret) of die Cleveland 
Cavalieri will give 
Instruction at a basketball 
clinic tomorrow and 
Saturday at Anderson 
Arena. 
Sponsored by Student 
Activities and the Student 
Development Program, the 
clinic is free and open to all. 
Starting time tomorrow is 6 
p.m. and Saturday at 1 p.m. 
The three players helped 
guide the Cavaliers lo the 






















Ruggers host tourney 
The Bowling Green rugby team is hosting an eight-team 
tournament Saturday, July 24, at Poe Ditch Field, 
noitheast of the Health Center. 
Slatting time for the tourney is 11 a.m. Teams entered 
aie BG. die Cleveland Blues. Baldwin-Wallace, I main. 
Cleveland Gieys. Sandusky. Findlay and the Poe Ditch 
Officers Club, a team composed of University alumni. 
THE TOURNAMENT is one of seveial that the BG squad 

























-       FAMILY 
B RESTAURANT 
SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE SALE 
300 East Wooster 
Bowling Green 
